We report time-resolved optical CCD photometry on newly discovered SU UMa-type dwarf novae, FL TrA and CTCV J0549-4921. During the 2006 August outburst, we detected superhumps with a period of 0.59897(11) days for FL TrA, clarifying the SU UMa nature of the system. On the first night of our observations on FL TrA, the object showed no superhumps. This implies that it takes a few days for full development of superhumps. The superhump period variation diagram of FL TrA was similar to that observed in some WZ Sge stars and short period SU UMa-type stars. This indicates that the system is closely related to WZ Sge stars and SU UMa stars having short orbital periods. For CTCV J0549-4921, the candidates of the mean superhump period are 0.083249(10) days and 0.084257(8) days, respectively. Due to a lack of the observations, we cannot determine the true superhump period, but the latter period is favorable. Using the ASAS-3 archive, it turned out that the system shows only four outbursts over the past 6 years. The outburst amplitude of CTCV J0549-4921 was relatively small, with about 4.5 mag. One possibility is that mass evaporation may play a role during quiescence.
Introduction
Dwarf novae are a subclass of cataclysmic variables that consist of a white dwarf (primary) and a late-type star (secondary). The secondary star fills its Roche lobe, transferring the matter into the primary via inner Lagragian point (L1). Then the accretion disc is formed around the white dwarf. The accretion disc shows various modulations both in outburst and quiescence (for a review, see Warner 1995; Hellier 2001; Lasota 2001; Connon Smith 2007) .
SU UMa-type stars are a subclass of dwarf novae (Osaki 1989; Osaki 1996; Patterson et al. 2005; Osaki (2005) ). The systems basically exhibit two types of eruptions: normal outburst which lasts a few days and superoutburst which lasts about two weeks. During the superoutburst, modulations having an amplitude of ∼ 0.2 mag called superhumps, are always observed. The period of the superhumps are a few percent longer than that of the orbital period of the system, which is attributed to prograde precession of tidally deformed accretion disc (Whitehurst 1988 ). Short and long-term variations of SU UMa stars are well reproduced by the thermal-tidal instability model developed by Osaki (1989) . Recent arising problems concerning SU UMa stars are reviewed in Nogami (2007) .
Recently, the advent of the Internet has significantly improved our understanding in SU UMa stars (Patterson et al. 2000; Patterson et al. 2002; Ishioka et al. 2002; Patterson et al. 2003; Kato et al. 2004) , especially in the Northern hemisphere. As for Southern SU UMa stars, it is true that a lot of studies have been performed for them including e.g., VW Hyi (Vogt 1974; Haefner et al. 1979 ), Z Cha (Wood et al. 1986; Wade, Horne 1988) , and OY Car (Wood et al. 1989; Horne et al. 1994) . However, there are many poorly studied SU UMa stars compared to the Northern SU UMa stars. This trend has been changing over the past few years because of the advent of the All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS, Pojmanski 2002) . Valuable observations of SU UMa stars have been carried out thanks to prompt detection of outburst by the ASAS-3 (Templeton et al. 2006; Imada, Monard 2006; Imada et al. 2006a) .
In this paper, we report photometric observations of two Southern dwarf novae, FL TrA and CTCV J0549-4921 during outbursts, during which we detected superhumps for the first time for these objects. Mason, Howell (2003) in which the object showed a spectrum of a common G-type star. Mason, Howell (2003) pointed out the misidentification of FL TrA.
On 2005 July 27, Rod Stubbings reported to the VSNET that FL TrA appeared to be in outburst with a visual magnitude of 15.0 ([vsnet-alert 8574] Downes et al. (2001) refined the finding chart of the system, which can be seen from the website. was checked by some stars located in the same image. The 1-sigma error for each differential magnitude is of an order of 0.03 mag, which is small enough to perform the following analysis, including exploring superhump period and profile variations. Heliocentric corrections to our run were applied before the following analysis. July 27, after which the system almost constantly declined at the rate of 0.13(1) mag d −1 . This decline rate is a typical value among SU UMa-type dwarf novae. As can be seen in figure 2, the light curve showed almost no feature on 2005 July 27 (HJD 2453579), indicating that superhumps did not yet develop. After subtracting a linear decline trend of daily light curves, we performed a period analysis of the phase dispersion minimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1978) applied between HJD 2453580 and 2453285. Figure 3 displays the results of the PDM analysis, by which we determined 0.059897(11) days as the best estimated period during this stage. A statistical F-test provided the confidence level of 99 %. The 1-sigma error was calculated using the Lafler-Kinman method (Fernie 1989 ). We present daily averaged light curves in figure 4. These light curves are folded with the above obtained period. On HJD 2453580 (2005 July 28), the profile is characteristic of superhumps, with the mean amplitude of about 0.2 mag, from which we first confirmed the SU UMa nature of FL TrA. On 2005 July 29, the amplitude of the superhumps was at the maximum value of about 0.3 mag. No eclipse feature was detected during the observations, indicating a low-to-mid inclination of FL TrA.
results
In order to investigate the variations of the superhump period during the plateau phase, we measured the timings of the superhump maxima listed in table 2. The typical error is an order of 0.002 days. A linear fitting yielded as the following equation,
where the parentheses denote 1-sigma error for each value. By using the above ephemeris, we draw an O − C diagram, which is displayed in figure 5 . The best fitted quadratic for 16 < E < 84 can be represented as follows:
The above obtained value implies that the superhump period may increase since HJD 2453581 with P dot =Ṗ /P = +8.4(5.0)×10 −5 .
FL TrA as a short period SU UMa star
The present photometric studies and the previous archival survey reasonably qualified FL TrA as a new member of SU UMa-type dwarf novae with short periods. The outburst amplitude of FL TrA exceeded 6 mag, suggestive of a large amplitude SU UMa-type dwarf novae (TOAD, Howell et al. 1995) . Unfortunately, the The solid curve means the best fitting quadratic described in equation (2) for 16 < E < 84. It should be noted that the cycle count between 0 < E < 3 is deviated from the quadratic, which is also observed in some short period SU UMa stars. lack of baseline during the early stage of the superoutburst prevented us from further investigating whether double-peaked humps existed, which is exclusively observed among WZ Sge stars in early phase of superoutburst (Osaki, Meyer 2002; Kato 2002a; Patterson et al. 2002) .
As for superhump period changes, the estimated positive P dot derivative indicates that the superhump period increases during the plateau stage. Such systems include all of confirmed WZ Sge-type dwarf novae , as well as SU UMa-type dwarf novae with short superhump periods (Oizumi et al. 2007) . Recently, Uemura et al. (2005) found that a short period SU UMa star TV Crv shows two types of P dot . The 2001 superoutburst of TV Crv showed positive P dot , while the 2004 superoutburst showed almost constant P sh . The big difference between the two superoutbursts is not only the different P dot , but also the light curves themselves: a precursor was present for the 2004 superoutburst while it was absent for the 2001 superoutburst. One interpretation is that an appearance of the positive or constant/negative P dot depends on the maximum radius of the accretion disc during the superoutburst (Uemura et al. 2005) . Uemura et al. (2005) have further stated that systems which show both types of P dot will be restricted to short period SU UMa stars, because the tidal truncation radius should be significantly larger than the 3:1 resonance radius (see Osaki, Meyer 2003) . With this respect, the 2005 superoutburst of FL TrA had a large disc radius, which is consistent with the large amplitude of the outburst.
Another important finding is that unfittable cycle counts by the equation (2) exists at the earliest stage of our run. These correspond to 0 < E < 4 in figure 5 . Similar results are found in V1028 Cyg (Baba et al. 2000) , RZ Leo (Ishioka et al. 2001) , HV Vir (Ishioka et al. 2003) , V844 Her (Oizumi et al. 2007 ) and GW Lib (Imada et al. in preparation) . During the cycle count of 0 < E < 4, the superhump period keeps constant, while an abrupt change of the superhump period occurred after E > 4. The origin of the abrupt period change remained unknown, which should be elucidated in the future observations.
CTCV J0549-4921
3.1. introduction CTCV J0549-4921 (hereafter CTCV J0549) was first identified as a candidate of cataclysmic variables after spectroscopic observations in the Calan-Tololo Survey (Maza et al. 1989 ). The optical spectrum shows Hα and HeI 5876 emission (Tappert et al. 2004) , indicating the dwarf nova nature of the system. Tappert et al. (2004) pointed out there is no evidence of the secondary star in the optical spectrum because of the absence of TiO bands. Optical observations during quiescence and outburst were also performed by Tappert et al. (2004) . During the quiescence, Tappert et al. (2004) found photometric orbital modulations with the period of 0.080218(70) days, which they interpreted as the orbital period of CTCV J0549. Tappert et al. (2004) pointed out the shape of the modulation is reminiscent of quiescent light curve of WZ Sge. During the outburst, CTCV J0549 brightened up to V = 13.75 on 1996 October 5. However, superhumps were not detected. It is likely Tappert et al. (2004) observed a normal outburst of SU UMa-type dwarf novae. In conjunction with the above observations, CTCV J0549 has been a promising candidate for SU UMa-type dwarf novae.
On 2006 (112), respectively (Imada et al. 2006b ).
observations
Time resolved CCD photometric observations were carried out from 2006 April 2 to 2006 April 12. The observing site and instrument are the same as described in section 2.2. The journal of observations is summarized in 
Dec:−49
• 18 ′ 50 ′′ .8, B = 13.3, R = 12.8) as a comparison star, whose constancy was checked by some stars in the same image. The 1-sigma error for each differential magnitude is of an order of 0.01 mag. Heliocentric corrections to our run were applied before the following analyses.
results
The overall light curves during our run are presented in figure 6 , in which we also demonstrate the ASAS-3 positive and negative observations. The discrepancy between our CCD observations and the ASAS-3 archive is large, presumably due to different filters between the site and the "snapshot" in the ASAS-3 photometry. Nevertheless, it is well determined that the bright maximum of CTCV J0549 was on HJD 2453831 with the magnitude of ∼ 13.0. The rarely observed rising phase was fortunately detected on HJD 2453879, providing −1.0(1) mag d −1 as the rising rate. Although our observations were absent between HJD 2453833-2453837, during which the magnitude was assumed to decline linearly, the decline rate could be estimated to be 0.12(1) mag −1 . The value is typical for usual SU UMa-type dwarf novae during the plateau phase.
Enlarged light curves for each night are depicted in figure 7, after subtracting linear rising or declining trend. b HJD -2453000. c error in unit of days.
As can be seen in this figure, there are no features on HJD 2453829 (2006 April 2), corresponding to the rising phase, while prominent superhumps are shown from HJD 2453831 (2006 April 4). Therefore, we first confirmed CTCV J0549 as an SU UMa star.
In order to determine the mean superhump period during the plateau phase, we performed the PDM method (Stellingwerf 1978) . The strongest periodicity can be found at 0.084257(8) days. However, due to the lack of our observations, we cannot rule out the second strongest period, 0.083249(10) days. Hence, we carried out another approach to determine the mean superhump period by measuring the maximum timing of the superhumps. We tabulate the result on table 4. The best fitting linear regression is yielded in the following equation:
The above equation favors the former period of the superhump, 0.084257(8) days. If the quiescent modulations reflect the orbital period of the system, and the mean superhump period is P sh =0.084257(8) days, then the fractional superhump period excess is ∼ 5 %. This value is significantly larger than that observed in common SU UMatype dwarf novae (Patterson et al. 2005) . The actual P orb and P sh should be measured in the future observations.
CTCV J0549 as a long period SU UMa star
We first confirmed the SU UMa nature of CTCV J0549 by the detection of superhumps. Although the mean superhump period cannot be determined, the period exceeds 0.08 days, which we safely qualify CTCV J0549 as a long period SU UMa star. This is also supported by quiescent photometric observations (Tappert et al. 2004) .
The most remarkable fact for CTCV J0549 is that the object has shown only 4 outbursts over the past 6 years. According to the ASAS-3 archive, the recorded outbursts were Febuary 12, 2001 September 20, 2004 January 21, and the present superoutburst. We summarize recorded outbursts monitored by the ASAS-3 in table 5. Judging from table 5, only two are superoutbursts, one is a normal outburst, and we cannot distinguish the type for one outburst. If we do not miss any superoutburst since 2001, a supercycle of CTCV J0549 is estimated as ∼ 800 days. This is one of the longset values among SU UMa-type dwarf novae . Inactive systems having a similar superhump period include QY Per (P sh = 0.07681 days, Kato et al. 2000) , EF Peg (P sh = 0.08705 days, Kato 2002b) and V725 Aql (P sh = 0.09909 (Uemura et al. 2001) ). Although the exact mechanism of the long supercycle still remains unknown, mass evaporation during quiescence might be a possible explanation for the origin of the outburst and quiescent properties (Meyer, Meyer-Hofmeister 1994; Lasota et al. 1995; Mineshige et al. 1998 ). This may be consistent with relatively small amplitude of 4.5 mag of CTCV J0549. As for evporation, Mineshige et al. (1998) predicted that quiescent superhumps could be observed even during quiescence if evaporation works in the acretion disc. Oizumi et al. (2007) also argued that a peak separation variation of an optical spectrum during quiescence is a powerful tool to check whether or not the evaporation works in the accretion disc. Future spectroscopic observations are required to elucidate the nature of CTCV J0549.
Summary
In this paper, we newly confirmed the SU UMa nature of FL TrA and CTCV 0549-4921.
After the discovery of the outburst of FL TrA, we found that the previous candidate of the object had been misidentified. The mean superhump period of FL TrA was determined to be 0.059897 days. This superhump period qualified FL TrA as a short period SU UMa-type dwarf nova. The superhump period increased at the rate of P dot = +8.4(5.0)×10 −5 , which is a typical value of short period SU UMa stars. At the early stage of the superoutburst, the period of the superhumps changed abruptly, as observed in some WZ Sge stars, as well as short period SU UMa stars. Although the exact mechanism of the abrupt change is unknown, the origin of this phenomenon should be discussed in future.
A previously suspected dwarf nova CTCV J0549-4921 has been first confirmed as the SU UMa nature by the detection of superhumps. Although a short baseline of our observation hindered us from accurate determination of the mean superhump period, we found the strongest signal at 0.084257 days, which is consistent with our eye estimation. This candidate period leads us to the conclusion that CTCV J0549 belongs to a long period SU UMa star. The ASAS-3 archive for CTCV J0549 puzzles us in terms of its inactive behaviour, as well as the small amplitude of the outburst despite the long supercycle of the system. A possible explanation may be that the mass evaporation plays a role during quiescence.
